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In paper [1] the author considered the problem of mixed boundary conditions
in a solid body in the case of steady heat flow. The method employed in that paper
will here be extended to non-homogeneous mixed boundary conditions and to
the problem of unsteady heat flow. However, the formulation of the method in the
present paper differs from that given in [1].

Let us consider the simply connected region B bounded by the surface S, and
let this surface consist of three smooth surfaces S\, S2 and S3 intersecting along a
and /3 (Fig. 1). We assume that inside the region B there
act heat sources W (P, t), P eB, varying in time, and
that the surfaces Si (i = 1, 2, 3) are subject to heating. /<^7?^ Sv
The appropriate temperature field T(P,t) is described
by the heat conduction equation

T(P, i) — T(P,t) = — M (P, 0,

x
where n = — is a material constant, 1—the coefficient of heat conductivity, Q—the

QC

•density and c—the specific heat. The function M(P,i) represents the intensity of

the heat sources, thus M(P, t) = — W(P, t), where W(P, t) is the amount of
Qc

heat generated in the unit volume per unit time. By T we have denoted the time
derivative of the temperature, T = dT/dt.

We assume that T{P, t) satisfies the initial condition

(2) T(P,0)=/ (P) , PeB
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and the following boundary conditions

T(RU t) = <pi (i?i, t) on the surface Su Rye Si,

(3)

We introduce the general notation

dT(Ri, t)
)^(pi(Ruf), — yjt(Rt> f), i = 1,2,3.

Observe that the functions q>u rp2, <p3 given on the surfaces 51} S^. S3 are known,
while yij, q>2

 a n ( i V3 a r e unknown functions on the same surfaces. One of these
dT(Rut)

functions, f\ {R\, t) = on the surface S\, will be assumed as the

unknown function of the problem considered.

Let us determine the Green function G (P, Q, t) which satisfies the heat con-
duction equation

(4) WG(P,Q,t)-G(P,Q,t) = -d(P-Q)d(t), P,QeB,

with the homogeneous initial condition

(5) C7(P,0,O) = O

and the homogeneous boundary conditions

dG(RhQ,t)

dn

(6) dG(R2,Q,t)

= 0

==0

on the

; ?

99

surface

) j

sh

s2,

S3,

Rl €

R2e

R3e

Si,

s2,

Si

dn

G(R3,Q,t) =

We determine the function G in what is called the "fundamental system", where
the surfaces iŜ  and S2 are thermally insulated, and the temperature on the surface Sj
is zero. The Dirac function occurring on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) expresses
the instantaneous concentrated heat source acting at the point Q. The integral
from the right-hand side of Eq. (4), over the volume B and the time t is equal to — 1.

Let us perform on Eqs. (1) and the boundary conditions (3) the one-side Laplace
transformation given by the formula

00

(7) F(P, p) = [F{P, t) e~pt dt, p>0.

Here we assume that the action of the heat sources and the heating on the surface S
begin at the instant t = 0 + .
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dT{R2,p)

Then we obtain Eq. (1) in the transformed form

(8) WT{P,p)-[PT{P,p)-T(P,O)]=~M(P,p), T(P,0)=/(P).

The Laplace transformation performed on the boundary conditions (3) yields

(9)

Proceeding similarly with Eq. (4) and the boundary conditions (6), we obtain:

(10) *V2 G(P, Q,p) -pG{P, Q,p) =-6(P-Q),

dG(RhQ,p)

dn

(11)
dn

G(RhQ,p) = 0,

Let us use the Green formula

dn

dG(.R2,Q,P)

= 0, Rye Si,

= 0, R2eS2,

(12) JJ/(GV2r- _ df _ dG
~ T dn dS,

and introduce into (12) the appropriate quantities from the formulae (8)—(11).
Bearing in mind that

ffj T(P,p)d(P-Q)dBP = T(Q,p),
B

we obtain from (12)

(13) f(Q,p) = JJjf(P)G(P, Q,p) dBP+ f ( J G(P, Q,p) M(P, P)dBP +
B B

+ * / J-Vi (*i, P) G (Ru Q, p) dSRi + *JJy2 (R2, P) G (R2, Q, p) dS^ +

— x \ yj(«3,f) <H>R,-
sa dn

Observe that the integrals occurring on the right-hand side of (13), except for
JJy>i GdSR , can be determined, since the functions f2, (p^fand Mare given, and G

has been obtained from (4). Eq. (13) can be represented in the form

(14)
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since the temperature To (Q, t) can be regarded as the solution of the equation

(15) xV2TQ(P,t) — f(P,t) = —M(P,i), PeB.

with the initial condition T(P,G) =f(P) and the boundary conditions

dT0 (Rh t) dT0 (R2, t)0 **s J 4 w o «s

for the fundamental system described above.
Performing on Eq. (15) and the boundary conditions (16) the one-side Laplace

transformation, and using the Green formula

(17)

we arrive, after simple rearrangements, at the relation

(18) To (Q, P) = JJJf(P)G (P, Q, P) dBP + ffjM (P, p) G (P, Q, p) dBP +

jj ,P) G(R2, Q,P) dSRt-x j J n(R3,p) dG^Q'P^> ds^_

Performing on the expression (18) the inverse Laplace transformation, we obtain

(19) To (2, t) = JJjf(P)G (P, Q, t) dBP
B

JJJ

BP

t

0 B
t

jdrjjrp2 (R2, T) G (R2, Q,t — 'x) dSSt —
0 S,

dG (R^ Q, t — r)
{ R ) - d S

Consider now the expression (14) and perform on it the inverse Laplace trans-
formation to obtain

t

(20) T(Q, t) = To(Q,t) + xJdt JJ vi (*i, T) G(RhQ,t — x) dSRi.
0 SL

In this formula an unknown function f, (Ru r) occurs on the Si surface.
Let us now pass with the point Q GB to the point R[ e Sh on the surface 5 j .

Bearing in mind that T(R[, t) = <px (R[, t) is the boundary condition on Si, we
obtain from relation (20)

t

(21) n (R[, t) = To (R'u t) + xjehfjy>i (*i, T) C? (Ry R[,t-r) dSRi.
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The only unknown function in this integral equation is tp\ {R\, t). Having deter-
mined this function, we obtain the temperature T(Q, t) from Eq. (20).

Let us observe that the Green function G (P, Q, t) can be expressed in terms
of another Green function which is defined as follows. Let us consider the function
K{P, R[, t) satisfying the heat conduction equation

(22) xWK(P,R'1,t)-K(P,R'1,t)=0

with the initial condition K(P, R[, 0) = 0 and the boundary conditions

(23) dK(R2,R[,t)

dn
= 0, R2eS2,

The first condition of (23) expresses the fact that there exists in the thermal insulation
a concentrated and instantaneous gap at the point R\ e S\, thus

t

fdrJJ <5(i2i—Ui)d(T)dS[Ri = l .
0 Si

Applying now the Green formula (12) to the functions K and G, we arrive at the
following relation:

(24) jJJK(P, R[,p) 8(P-Q)dBP = xJJG (Rh Q,p) 8 (R^-R'O dSRi,
B Si

whence we obtain

(25) K(Q,R'uf) = xG{R'l,Q,t).

Introducing the latter relation into Eq. (21), we have

t

(26) Vl (R[, 0 = TQ (R[, 0-1- / dx f J Vi (i?i, r)K(Ru R[, t — r) dSRi.
o s1!

We shall now present another version of the method of solving Eq. (1) with
the mixed boundary conditions. As the unknown function of the problem we choose
the function (pz(R2, 0 = T(R2, t), on the surface 5*2.

The problem will be solved by means of the Green function G* (P, Q, f) satisfying
the heat conduction equation

(27) *V2 G* (P, Q, t) - G* (P, Q,t) = — d(P — Q)d (t)

with the initial condition G* (P, Q, 0) = 0 and the boundary conditions

(28) G*(RhQ, 0 = 0 RieStf G* (R2) Q, t) = 0, R2 e S2,

G*0K3 ,6,0 = 0, ^ 3 6 ^ 3 -
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The fundamental system is here represented by the region B with zero-tem-
peratures on the surfaces S\ and £2. Employing now the Green formula (12) for
the functions Tand G*, and taking into account the boundary conditions (3) and (28),
we obtain

(29) T(Q,p) = JlJf(P) G* (P, Q,p) dBP + JJJM(P,p) G* (P, Q,p) dBP +

which can also be written in the form

(30) T (Q, p) = To (Q, p) — n J J <f2 (R2, p) dSRt.
sa on

Observe that the quantities occurring in the function T*(Q,p) are known. The
function To* (Q, t) can be determined by solving the heat conduction equation

(31) xW2T*(P,t)-T*(P,t) = -M(P,t), PeB,

with the initial condition To* (P, 0) = / ( P ) and the boundary conditions

(32) T* (Rh t) = n (Rlt f) Rx e St;

T0*(R2,t) = 0, R2eS2; T* (R3, t) = ^3 (i?3) t), R^eS^.

Performing on Eqs. (27), (28) and (32) the one-side Laplace transformation, we
obtain from the Green formula a relation which, being subject to the inverse trans-
formation, takes the form:

(33) T* (Q,t)=ffj f(P) G* (P, Q, 0 dBP +
B

t

+ J dx JJJ M(P, r) G* (P, Q, t - T) dBP +
0

t
r , dG*(RuQ,t — t)

— xj dx j j cpx (Ru T) — dSSi
0 S

(R3t Q, t — r) •
dS

o ss

Performing the invefse transformation on Eq. (30), we have

dG* (R2, Q, t -
ax I i n (7<2, T)

J J

o

Now, on the surface S2 the boundary condition

r r r(34) T(Q, t) = T*Q (Q, t)-xfdtff n {R2, r)
0 s

(35)
dn
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is given. Let us use this condition passing from the point QeB to the current point
R'2 e S2, and perform the operation d/dn'. In this way we obtain from Eq. (34)

(36) W2 (R2, t) ^ x j dtjj n (R2, T
0 s,

Here we have denoted by d/dn' the normal derivative at the point R2 e 5*2- The
unknown function 992 (R2, t) will now be determined from the integral equation (36).
The temperature T(Q, t) can be obtained from the formula (34).

Let us further consider the Green function K* (P, R'2, t) which satisfies, in the
fundamental system considered, the heat conduction equation

(37) KV2 K* (P, R'2,t)- K* (P,R'2,t) = 0, PeB,

with the initial condition K* (P, R'2, 0) = 0 and the boundary conditions

(38) K*(RuR2,t) = 0 RimSii K* (R2, R2, f) = b (R2 — R% d(t) R2,R'2sS2

K*(Ri,R2,t) = Q, R^eSi,
where

1

J dr ^ b{R2-R'^dSRt=l.
0 sa

Performing the one-side Laplace transformation on the functions G* and K*, and
using the Green formula for the transforms, we arrive at the relation

(39)

V
whence, by the inverse Laplace transformation, we obtain

dG* (R'2, Q, t)
(40) K* (Q, R2!t) = -H ^ .

By virtue of (40) we can represent Eq. (36) in the form

dT* (R'2, t) r r r dK* (

However, in solving the problems considered here, preference should be given
to the first version of the method, since the kernels G* and K* exhibit stronger
singularities than the functions G and K.

In the case of steady heat flow the problem simplifies considerably. The tem-
perature and the Green functions are now independent of time. Thus, in the first
version, we obtain for the temperature the following formula:

<42) T ( 0 = To (Q) + x j j Wl (Ri) G (Rlt Q) dSRy,
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where

(43) To (2) - jjj M (P) G (P, 0 clBr + xJJ<H (R2) G (R,_, Q) tlS,,

and the unknown function f\_ (R{) is determined from the integral equation

(44) n (*'i) = ô (R'i) + * / / Vi
Si

The here presented method of solving the problems of heat conduction with mixed
boundary conditions can be extended also to problems with discontinuous boundary

conditions. Let us consider, as an example of
such a problem, the semi-infinite cylinder insula-
ted on the portion £2 of its end cross-section. Let
on Si be prescribed the temperature 6 (t), on 53.
the temperature T= 0, and on 62—thermal insula-

—— = 01. In this case we choose the funda-

Fig. 2

dn
mental system in the form of an infinite cylinder
with the boundary conditions T = 0 on S3, and

dT/dz = 0 on 5j and S2. In this system we determine the temperature To and the
Green function K. The unknown function y>\ = dT/dz will be determined from
the integral equation (26) which assumes, in the case considered, the form

t

0 (t) = To (x, y , 0, t) + f ck j j y> (|, n, r)K(x, y , 0; ft rj, 0, t — T) rf| «fy .
6 5,

A more detailed discussion of the method presented in this paper, supplemented
with examples, will be given in Archiwum Mechaniki Stosowanej.
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B. HOBAIJKHM, CMEUIAHHAfl KPAEBAfl "SKRXHK ^JIH YPABHEHHH TEnJIO-
IIPOBO/IHOCTH

B HacToamefi pa6oTe npHBoflSTCH, npn npi-iMeHeHHH MCTOfla, npefldaBneHHoro B [1], flBa
pememia CMemaHHOii KpaeBofl 3aflaiH pjui ypaBHeHHa TenjionpoBOflHocra, oroicM-

HecTaiiHonapittitt Tenjiosoii noToic.
PeineHHe 3aflaHH B OSOHX BapwaHTax npHBOflHT ic HHTerpanbHOMy ypaBHeHHio nepBoro nopflflica.


